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The Great Arche - 15.-18.7. 2021
INTERNATIONAL ONLINE PSYCHODRAMA CONFERENCE
Webpage: www.arcapsychodrama.org
Light and Shadow, Hope and Fear in Dreams, Myths and Fairy Tales: online
groupwork with Jungian, Analytical and Classical Psychodrama
Vision: The name of the project responds to the current thread for our planet and all its living
beings while we have hurt our nature within us and around us. We are connected: anima mundi.
It is not clear if our efforts are sufficient to repair it. But – we will try to do so as Noah did.
At such a critical point our collective consciousness and its archetypical essence resonate to
reconnect us with healing symbols and dreams. They assist us while we navigate with our
Arche to survive and to respond to the cultural fault lines and the alienation of our time. Let´s
work together to do our part to safe the creation entrusted to us

Conductors: The series of workshops will be conducted by well-known international
psychodrama conductors. They will explore the potential of an online framework on dreams,
myths and fairy tales. Marina Brinchi/Italy, Maurizio Gasseau/Italy, Fabian Blobel/Germany,
Arcaluys Kayir/Turkey, Luigi Dotta/Italy, Davide Motta/Italy, Judith Teszary/Sweden and
Hungary, Marcia Karp/GB, Eva Fahlstroehm/Sweden, Vanda Druetta/Italy, Anna Varnai/Italy,
Irene Henche/Spain, Maite Pi/Spain, Wilma Scategni/Italy, Sevda Perin/Turkey, Gabriella
Nicotra/Italy, Mgdalene Jeyarathnam/India, Marcia Honig/Israel, Leonardo Seidita/Italy,
Marianna Massimello/Italy, Gabriella Tarashoeva/Bulgaria, Angela Sordano/Italy, Valerie
Bianchi/Italy, Silvana Graziella Ceresa/Italy, Zaure Tulebayeva/Kasakhstan, Alexandra
Dolzhenko/Russia, Victor Semeanow/Russia, Viktor Zeretsky/Russia, Anna Maria
Frammartino/Italy, Mario Buchbinder/Argentine, Jorge Burmeister-Petullá/Spain and
Switzerland
Potential participants: Professionals, students and volunteers from the fields of mental health
and psycho-socio-education
Languages: In plenary sessions English and Spanish. In the workshops it varies according to
the choice of the conductor.
Application: by e–mail at: arcapsychodram@gmail.com (plenary sessions); for workshops
please look at the Webpage
Large Group: a team of 4 conductors - Marcia Karp/GB, Eva Fahlstroem/Sweden, Mario
Buchbinder/Argentina and Jorge Burmeister-Petullá/Spain and Switzerland
Social Dreaming Matrix: conductor Maurizio Gasseau
Post-Conference: The Patio Organized by Monica Zuretti/Argentine and a team of 13
coordinators
About us: The project has been initiated by Wilma Scategni/Italy together with Maite Pi/Spain
and Jorge Burmeister-Petullà/Spain and Switzerland. It is inspired by the Granada summer
academy and its value of humanity. We are a self organizing community of therapists who
believe compassionately in the power of imagination, dreams and millenary wisdom especially
when we are able to build up a truthful "We" together.
Finances: The event is for free. Please donate to one of the following organizations if you are
inclined to do so: thank you very much! WWF (World Wildlife Fund) = Preserving the earth's
biodiversity, using natural resources sustainably, banning pollution and harmful consumer
behavior https://wwf.panda.org MSF (Doctors without borders) = Providing humanitarian
aid in zones of disaster and conflicts independent of any political, economic or religious interest
https://msf.org IAGP (International Association for Group Psychotherapy and Group
Processes) = Empowering the professional work with groups to generate hope and to co-create
the necessary tools for transformation and peace https://iagp.com
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